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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  Misc  /  Adaptive Audio Software Tools? 

Posted by: TW216, October 30, 2008, 1:07am

Hi, 

I am planning to write an adaptive score for a game project, I was just wondering is there a tool that I can use to test the transitions before 
sending the audio masters to the programmers? 

It would be great if there was a software that you can try out different methods beforehand, cue-to-cue; transition matrixs; additive & 
subtractive; etc. 

Any helps would be really appreciated, 

Thank you very much in advacne. 

Posted by: KarenCollins, November 10, 2008, 10:40am; Reply: 1

You can do much of this with Wwise (www.audiokinetic.com). You could also write something in Max/MSP to do this without coding (it's a 
graphical programming environment).

Posted by: TomT@fullsail, January 9, 2009, 10:17am; Reply: 2

If you know how to script, you can use the FMOD system and the Sandbox playback system they created as far as I know. 
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  Flash MIDI  /  Flash MIDI Discussion

Posted by: admin, June 10, 2008, 12:43pm

Over the past year or so a lot of different people have contacted MMA and/or IASIG and asked about MIDI support in Flash. Some have asked 
why Adobe is not doing anything to enable MIDI support, some have asked whether there are 3rd party solutions available, and some have 
proposed developing 3rd party solutions.

This thread attempts to bring those parties all together in hopes of encouraging progress towards one or more solutions for enabling MIDI 
playback in Flash.

Please join the Forum and participate in this discussion.

Tom White
Forum Admin

Posted by: efish, June 11, 2008, 6:53am; Reply: 1

Nice, Tom White, you opened a good topic!

MIDI playback in flash is a years dream for many people. Flash game developers want MIDI availible in there game, so their online flash games 
would induce size. RIA developers need it to make the MIDI resources reborn.

For now, flash has been advanced alot. It is possible to make MIDI live in flash! We start a project to do this now. Just wait a few weeks. You 
can check our progress at http://code.google.com/p/chimera-avatar

Posted by: admin, April 22, 2009, 5:29pm; Reply: 2

Please vote for the Flash Player feature request:

MIDI Sound, playback of MIDI data (https://bugs.adobe.com/jira/browse/FP-123)

The request is located in Adobe's bugbase. Adobe determines priority of features by the amount of interest they see (votes) from the 
development community.

Sincere thanks,
Tyler Wright
http://www.musicrain.com

*If you know of others who would want to contribute, feel free to forward this on so they can help.

other resources:
- Adobe, Make Some Noise (a campaign for enhancing Flash audio. http://www.make-some-noise.info)
- USB MIDI Device support (closed enhancement request. https://bugs.adobe.com/jira/browse/SDK-14000)
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  Resources  /  Guidance on Game Audio Education

Posted by: TomT@fullsail, January 8, 2009, 7:19am

I am working on an interactive/game audio education curriculum at Full Sail in Orlando. I would love any advice on good material that might 
help in that direction, or any input any of you might have to offer.

I am really glad I joined this forum, and look forward to becoming a part of this great community.

Thanks,
Tom Todia

Posted by: KarenCollins, February 16, 2009, 1:57am; Reply: 1

Hello Tom
We're working on putting together a curriculum guideline as part of our education work group. It's not quite ready to go public yet. If you 
would like to contribute and share ideas, we'd love to have you join our workgroup. You will need to be an IAsig member for this.
Thank you!

Posted by: Wormella, March 12, 2009, 7:26am; Reply: 2

Hi,
I'm in a similar situation to Tom, I'm award leader for a Games Audio Design undergraduate award at Staffordshire University - all of the 
modules and the curriculum are in place but I'm having trouble locating any up to date books or resources on the subject.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  Other  /  Interactive music and IMUSE patent violation

Posted by: bovbjerg, August 25, 2008, 8:00am

Hi,

I am working on an engine for producing interactive soundtracks in computer games. I guess many of us are, to some extend.

After reading the IMUSE patent and talking to patent experts, I begin to wonder if our company have 'freedom to operate' on this matter. It 
seems like this patent is now limiting us from making such interactive music engine, without paying royalties to LucasArts first - even though 
interactive music soundtracks in games were not novel at the time they got the patent (e.g Lazy Jones, CBM64 game from 1984).

Now, I am not a patent expert. Does anybody here have a comment on this?

Is it at all possible to implement an engine that can handle iXMF without violating the IMUSE patent?

Best regards,
Soeren Bovbjerg

Posted by: bovbjerg, September 18, 2008, 12:54pm; Reply: 1

Well, 

I guess that the silence either means that nobody reads this forum, or that nobody has a opinion about this.

I was expecting some comments, at least regarding iXMF capable music engines vs. the iMUSE patent.

Posted by: KarenCollins, September 21, 2008, 7:45am; Reply: 2

Hi Soeren
Sorry you haven't received a reply. 
I'm personally not all that well versed in patent law, but I think the answer to your question is "it depends" (on what you're doing exactly).
As you say, the techniques that imuse patented were not new, and I'm surprised they were given a patent for them.  You may want to talk 
directly to companies who have developed interactive audio software since the iMuse patent and see what they did and what happened.
I will also send your question to our internal list-serve, and see if anyone can post an answer here.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  Public Review of draft iXMF document is closed

Posted by: Linda, May 21, 2008, 9:19am

Feb 15, 2008: Please use this forum to post and discuss comments on the pre-release version of the Interactive XMF container file format 
specification.

May 21, 2008: The public review period for the iXMF draft specification document is now closed.  For the next month the IXWG will work on 
reviewing the feedback and modifying the document as seems appropriate prior to submitting the document for approval to the IXWG 
members.  Following IXWG member approval, the document will go to the IASIG membership for approval and finally the MMA for approval 
prior to public release of version 1.0.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.3 Variable types in iXMF

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 7:33am

Variables are defined as signed integers.  Is this enough?  Will we ever need floats (particularly for some DSP parameters).  For example how is 
the volume dsp param interpreted as an integer? I presume it's some form of fixed point?  If so, expressions might behave incorrectly for some 
variables (eg. multiplies).

As an alternative, if all variables were to be of a specified type (maybe Q15.16 - not sure if that's the right notation but I basically mean 16 bit 
signed before the point, and 16 bits after the point).  This would cover a wide dynamic range if gains were always specified in dB (particularly 
for compressor effects).  For pitch changes, pitches would have to be specified as multipliers rather than sample rates but I can't think of other 
things that might run out of range.

If the format were fixed for all variables then the expressions would be guaranteed to work for all values.  Currently if gains were specified as 
some kind of fixed point, multiplication of gains would return incorrect results.

Another alternative would be to have floating point variables and floating point expressions, but this begins to get messy.

I'd be interested in others' views on this though.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.4 Variables as script parameters

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 7:17am

It is not possible to use variables as the input to certain script statements.  For example to wait a random amount of time it would be desirable 
to do:

var1 = GetRandom(0,10);
TimeDelay(var1);

Instead TimeDelay only takes a literal as a value.

Similarly with script ID, what if you want to pick a random script, etc.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.3 Seed instead of min for random variables

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 7:13am

Is the min parameter necessary for random number generation, is it possible to just specify a max and add a random offset as other max 
functions do.

It would also be useful for the random number to take a seed value.  This way, scripts could be made pseudo-random and repeatable by 
storing the result of the last random number generator and using as the seed to the next.  It might be useful to standardize the randomization 
algorithm for IXE's so that behaviour was repeatable across different platforms.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5 Param instead of DspParam

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 7:06am

Could we change references to DSP to something different.  For example Param instead of DspParam.  These reason being, I would prefer to 
see more data driven DSP definitions in future revisions of the standard, it might make sense to reserve use of the term DSP for these.  Things 
like volume, pan, pitch etcs are more basic voice-related parameters that we could expect most IXE's to support, but I'd prefer to not 
standardize parameters for DSPs at this stage.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.3.2 Number of variables

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 7:01am

32 variables seems rather limiting, it's not too difficult to think of use-cases where a designer may need more than 32 variables.  For a small 
increase in the variableID size (8 bits to 16) the gain in number of variables is extremely valuable.

I appreciate this would then dramatically increase the required memory allocation if all variables are guaranteed to exist.  Instead, how about 
that each iXMF file (for globals), Cue (for Cue variables) and Cue Instance (for locals) should register its variables, and optionally a name for 
the variable so that editors can expose named not numbered variables.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.6 Playback Control : PlayChunk

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 3:58pm

I probably want a return value so I can do something if the chunk fails to play. I probably also want the return to be a handle, so I can later 
adjust the chunk (stop it, pause it, etc.).

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 6:51am; Reply: 1

Agreed
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.6 Playback Control : Fade

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 4:00pm

If I get a handle back from PlayChunk then I probably want a version of this function that acts on an individual chunk. Same goes for the 
SetPlayerTransportState function, etc.

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 6:50am; Reply: 1

Agreed.  Although this implies that a Cue can play more than one chunk at a time - I prefer it that way but this doesn't seem to be how iXMF 
currently is.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  Section 3.4 : Expression Opcodes

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 21, 2008, 12:43am

Another problem with storing expressions as described in this document...

As the doc points out, this is intended as a file format for data storage and possibly runtime. The format proposed for storing expressions 
leaves little hope of this being a robust format for a "working file." 

Section 3.4.1 shows how an expression...

( ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 ) * ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 ) ) % 23

... would be parsed into a series of opcodes. That is fine. But... if this file were being opened in an editor by a content author, turning the 
"compiled" series of opcodes back into the expression above is difficult. It can be VERY difficult with a very complex expression.

I think a working file format should store the expression...

( ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 ) * ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 ) ) % 23

... while a binary / runtime format should store the series of opcodes. 

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 6:47am; Reply: 1

This is also true for script instructions.  It is difficult to convert a set of "compiled" script instructions for a sequence of Chunk playbacks back 
into a "track" style representation.  In this case we used extra pseudo-script instructions or macro instructions in the user opcode space to 
"decorate" our scripts.  I'm not sure this would be the best approach for an expression though.

For expressions, for our application, many of the expressions are hidden away anyway (they're not edited as text) but I can see other editors 
may wish to allow the user to edit text (and perhaps we will soon!).
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.2 Cue : CallCue

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 3:43pm

This should return a value. I can think of any number of reasons why the attempt to play a cue might fail, and I can imagine a number of 
things I might want my script to do if the attempt to start the cue failed.

Also, the return value should be more than BOOL. It should be some reference to the started Cue. This so that I can do things to it later (e.g. 
stop it, start it, set one of its variables, etc.)

Posted by: mckelly, May 12, 2008, 6:08am; Reply: 1

I agree with this.  This should also apply to other launch/call commands:
callCue
callScript
LaunchScript
PlayChunk

I think Chris mentioned the possibility of returning bools.  I agree with Buzz that something more should be returned.  In our implementation 
the command returns the ID of "player" which can then be used in bespoke script commands.  For implementations that do not support these 
extended commands it can still be interpreted as a bool (ie. if the player fails we return 0).  Please let me know if it would be helpful to log 
other issues for the commands above.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  An alternate proposal to script instruction format

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 21, 2008, 1:15am

I don't like 2 byte script instructions ... 1 byte for "opcodeSpace" and 1 byte for "opcodeID" (Why? See my earlier post about expression 
opcodes.) 

In a previous post I proposed an alternate method of specifying expression opcodes, and this extends easily to ALL opcodes... expressions, 
"built in functions" (SysCalls) and "extended functions". It goes something like this...

All opcodes are 32 bits.

The top 8 bits are the opcode.

The bottom 24 can be any number of things...

For some opcodes the bottom 24 bits are immediate values.

For some opcodes the bottom 24 bits are treated as 3 bytes... for 3 immediate values.

etc.

There is easily enough space in 8 bits for all of the currently proposed expression opcodes and "built in function" opcodes.

So what about "extended" opcodes? For example, what if the standard grows? Or, what if a manufacturer wants to add an opcode? 

Not a big problem...

There are 3 8 bit opcodes set aside for "extended" opcodes.

Option 1) For this 8 bit opcode, the 24 bits that follows is the extended opcode. A parser that does not recognize the extended opcode skips to 
the next 32 bits and continues processing (or asserts on unrecognized opcode?)

Option 2) For this 8 bit opcode, the 24 bits that follows is broken up as an 8 bit number and a 16 bit number. The 8 bit number is an extended 
opcode. The 16 bit number is a size, in bytes, of the operand data that follows. A parser that does not recognize the extended opcode skips 
ahead by the size of the operand data or asserts.

Option 3) For this 8 bit opcode, the 24 bits that follows is an extended opcode. Then, the 32 bits that follows is a size, in bytes, of the operand 
data. A parser that does not recognize the 24 bit extended opcode reads an addition 32 bit size and skips ahead that far or asserts.

What does all of this buy us?

1) A unified opcode structure between expressions, SysCalls and extended opcodes.

2) A format that facilitates VERY fast processing for the largest majority of instructions. Only extended opcodes incur more overhead, and 
these are less frequent.

3) A format that does allow for extension.

4) A format that allows for a large variety in the size of operand data.

The details will require more thought... but only if there is agreement that the script instruction format needs to change.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  VLQ's should go away

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 4:08pm

I hate them. 

That's my opinion.

They should be used only where absolutely needed.

Suck it up... use 32 bits in most places ;-)
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.7 Chunk

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 4:02pm

Some of the functions in this section take a Chunk ID and some don't I haven't figured out why yet.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.4 Script Control Flow : CallScript

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 3:55pm

Should allow for the script to return a value.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.2 Cue : PreloadCueMedia

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 3:52pm

Is this a blocking function? Upon return am I guaranteed the content is preloaded? 

If not, how do I know when it is done?

if so, is the IXE multithreaded so that other cues' processing continues? 
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.2 Cue : InvokeCallbackFunction

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 3:49pm

Again, should probably return a value.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  3.5.1.2 Cue : SetPreBufferDuration

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 3:46pm

Another function that I think should return success or failure. 

That said, it is hard to imagine how this is used by a script writer. It requires pretty detailed knowledge about the playback environment 
(memory, data read bandwidth, etc.) This is a file that is supposed to be platform independent.
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  IXMF Review  /  Section 3.4.1 : Bytes, Bits and Opcodes

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 2:45pm

I think there are a number of places in the spec where data size choices really make its use at runtime unlikely. I think that a few of these 
places should be revisited. A few changes that get the format closer to a runtime format make its adoption more likely. 

For example (if I'm reading the spec correctly)...

Expression opcodes are one byte. After that byte the operands follow. Well... modern processors operate on 4 byte words. Even 64 and 128 bit 
processors include opcodes for working with 32 bits easily. Having a 32 bit operand immediately follow a 1 byte opcode means all kinds of 
shifting, rotating, masking, ect. to move the 32 bit number into a "preferred slot". In other words... I can't easily load a 32 bit value from 
address 0x01 on most current processors. I'd have to load a 32 bit value from 0x00, shift it left 8 bits, load a 32 bit value from 0x04, shift it 
right by 24 bits and then or the results. That is some SLOOOWWWW runtime code. 

So... one option would be to make all opcodes 32 bits. One could argue that this wastes 3 bytes per opcode. That may be true, but how many 
real world bytes would this be in a typical iXMF file? Perhaps the size difference is worth it...

The penalty is not cut and dry because then you can develop opcodes that carry additional values in those "extra" 3 bytes. For example... you 
could easily add an opcode like operatorArithmeticAddImmediate which could add a 24bit value directly to the value on the stack. The 24 bit 
value is stored in the 32 bit opcode. 

Another good example... operatorPushLocalVariable requires you to push the local variable index onto the stack before calling this op.  On the 
other hand, if the opcode is 32bits, you could easily encode in the instruction (a) push, (b) register type and (c) register index. This means 
fewer actual instructions because you eliminated a push.

The doc has this example (which, BTW, I have corrected... it is wrong in the doc) ...

( ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 ) * ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 ) ) % 23
can be encoded as an 11-operation program:

// % 23 ... need to get 23 on the stack...
operatorPushLiteral 23 // stack is now { 23 }

// ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 )
operatorPushLiteral 5     // stack is now { 5, 23 }
operatorPushLiteral 17    // stack is now { 17, 5, 23 }
operatorGetGlobalVariable // assuming globalVariable[ 17 ] holds 20,
                          // stack is now { 20, 5, 23 }
operatorArithmeticDivide  // stack is now { 4, 23 }

// ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 )
operatorPushLiteral 3     // stack is now { 3, 4, 23 }
operatorPushLiteral 2     // stack is now { 2, 3, 4, 23 }
operatorGetLocalVariable  // if localVariable[ 2 ] holds 5, stack is now { 5, 3, 4, 23 }
operatorArithmeticAdd     // stack is now { 8, 4, 23 }

// ( ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 ) * ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 )
operatorArithmeticMultiply // stack is now { 32, 23 }

// % 23
operatorArithmeticModulo // stack is now { 9 } which is the final result

By my calculations that comes to 11 instructions and 31 bytes.

Here is my version with 32 bit operations

// ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 )
operatorPushVariable    global, 17 // assuming global [17] holds 20,
                                   // stack is now { 20 }

operatorArithmeticDivI     5       // instruction pops value off stack and divides by
                                   // immediate value and puts result on the stack
                                   // stack is now { 4 }

// ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 )
operatorPushVariable    local, 2   // assuming local [2] holds 5,
                                   // stack is now { 5, 4 }

operatorArithmeticAddI  3          // instruction pops value off stack and adds
                                   // immediate value and puts result on the stack
                                   // stack is now { 8, 4 }
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// ( ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 ) * ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 )
operatorArithmeticMulS             // instruction pops 2 values off the stack, 
                                   // multiplys them and pushes the result
                                   // back on the stack
                                   // stack is now { 32 }

// ( ( localVariable[ 2 ] + 3 ) * ( globalVariable[ 17 ] / 5 ) % 23
operatorArithmeticModI     23      // instruction pops value off the stack (s),
                                   // and pushes result of (s) % i
                                   // stack is now { 9 } which is the final result

That comes to 6 instructions and 24 bytes. Is is smaller and easier to parse at runtime. Now, granted, this is because all of the immediate 
values above are less than 24 bits. values greater than 24 bits would require some different instructions, but what we see here is often the 
actual real-world case. 

Thoughts?

Best,
Buzz

(I have more concerns about the script format that I'll post in another thread.)

Posted by: Buzz_Burrowes, March 20, 2008, 2:46pm; Reply: 1

code looked OK in the preview... not so good in the final post :-(
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  Misc  /  Looping Tips

Posted by: anonymous, October 4, 2006, 3:30pm

• What do you do to make smooth loops, particularly for playback systems that don't loop reliably? 
• When looping rhythmic samples, do you ever loop mid-bar to make the repetition less predictable? 
• Any other looping tips?

Posted by: KarenCollins, November 19, 2006, 10:49pm; Reply: 1

If you read Todd M. Fay's book on Interactive Audio, you'll find many good answers to your questions. 

I've written about this in an academic article. I'll paste a bit here for you, as this may lead you in some new directions;

There have been several approaches to the problems of transitioning between cues of music, and many scores use a variety of different 
transition types. Early games tended towards direct splicing and abrupt cutting between cues, though this can feel very jarring for the player 
(this was especially common in 8 and 16-bit games).  The most common transition is to fade out quickly, and then begin the new cue, or to 
cross-fade the two cues, which is to say, fade one out as the other cue fades in. Nevertheless, the transition can still feel abrupt, depending on 
the cues or the speed of the cross-fade.  Zelda makes frequent use of this type of segue: In places where Link enters a building, the Kokiri 
theme music fades out completely, and then the �house� or �shop� music cue will begin. However, as mentioned above, when Link 
encounters a threatening enemy, a more subtle cross-fade will occur, and it is possible to situate the character half-way between both cues at 
the trigger point, in order to hear both cues simultaneously. To further assist in the smoothness of the cross-fades, the Zelda cues drop 
elements as the cue fades in or out, such as the disappearance of the snare-drum in advance of other instruments in the above situation. 
Another common type of transition is to use a quick stinger, also known as a stab (a quick shock chord). Particularly as one of the most abrupt 
transitions is to that of violent combat, the stinger�combined with the sound effects of violence (gunfire, sword clashes, etc.)�will obscure any 
disjointed musical effects that may occur.  A stinger transition is used on the roof in Grim Fandango, for instance, when Manny scares away the 
last of the pigeons. We hear a squawking trumpet blast and then the music cue changes.

There are also a few more recent attempts at transitions that are more effective, but which are far more demanding on the composer, who 
must think of the music in non-linear and untraditional ways. For instance, some games use cue-to-cue transitions, so that when a new cue is 
requested, the current sequence plays until the next marker point (perhaps the next measure, or the next major downbeat), before triggering 
the new cue. This type of transition can be seen in Grim Fandango, which uses a LucasArts patented software engine called iMuse (Interactive 
Music Streaming Engine). The patent describes the cue-to-cue idea as follows:
"The decision points within the database comprise a composing decision tree, with the decision points marking places where branches in the 
performance of the musical sequences may occur� More specifically, each time a hook (allowing a jump to a new part of the sequence) or 
marker message is encountered in the musical sequence being played, it is compared with its corresponding value. If there is no match the 
message is ignored. If there is a match, a prespecified musical action occurs". (Land & McConnell 1994, 1, 14.)

The major difficulty with the cue-to-cue type of transition in most games, however, is the time lag: If the player�s character is suddenly 
attacked by an adversary in a game, it may be a few seconds before the music triggers this event�far too much of a delay. Nevertheless, this 
approach is increasingly common, as composers write literally hundreds of cue fragments for a game, to reduce transition time and to enhance 
flexibility in their music.    Cue-to-cue transitioning is somewhat similar to the �transition matrix� method of scoring for a game. A transition 
matrix contains a series of small files which enable the game engine to analyse two cues and select an appropriate pre-composed transition. 
The cues must use markers to indicate possible places in the score where a transition may take place. This means that the composer must map 
out and anticipate all possible interactions between sequences at any marker point, and compose compatible transitions; an incredibly time 
consuming process (Fay et al. 2004, 406). 

Further methods of transitions include layering approaches to song construction, in which music is composed in instrument layers with the 
understanding that at any time various instruments may be dropped and others may be added. This works well with some transitions, but 
again, it can be difficult to move quickly from cue to cue in a dramatic change. Instrument layers are also included as part of the iMuse patent, 
originally intended for MIDI, although it functions in Grim Fandango using pre-recorded sequences of WAV files. In one example, Manny stands 
on the docks and the underscore plays the �Limbo� cue. If the player has Manny look at the moon, he will recite a poem, and high sustained 
strings are added to the original cue. 

An example of a game using even more complex cue-to-cue and instrument layer transitions than those found in Grim Fandango or Zelda is 
Russian Squares (Microsoft 2002), in which the goal is to clear rows of blocks by matching colours. As each row is cleared, the music responds 
by adding or subtracting various layers of instrument sounds. The composer, Todd M. Fay, describes his approach as follows:
"Russian Squares uses instrument level variation to keep the individual cells from getting monotonous. Each music cell is anywhere from two to 
eight measures in length, and repeats as the player works on a given row� When combined with other instruments, these variations increase 
the amount of variation logarithmically. Most often, one to three instruments per cell use variation, and that gives the music an organic 
spontaneous feel, and prevents that all too familiar loopy feeling. Too much variation, however, can unglue the music�s cohesion". (Fay et al. 
2004, 373).  

Posted by: monologo, December 7, 2006, 1:44pm; Reply: 2
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Very informing reply

For those of you here with experience in delivering music content to game companies. Do you consider how transitions are going to work when 
you compose? For instance do you beforehand plan that cue-to-cue transitions or instrument layer transitions are going to be used?

Does anybody have ways/software to try out transitions in real-time before they are handed off to the programmers, besides the various audio 
implementation editors?

Posted by: KarenCollins, December 13, 2006, 1:27pm; Reply: 3

I don't score for games, but here is a great link for you:
http://www.iasig.org/aan/NoOneLivesForever.shtml

I've put some video examples and some explanations of approaches on my website, http://www.gamessound.com .  You'll find that most 
composers are very careful to consider transitions in the best scores.

I've not heard of software other than DirectX producer, PureData and iMUSE (proprietary LucasArts software) that are built specifically with this 
problem in mind, although I'm working on building a tool that will do that!  
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  Resources  /  Project Bar-B-Q 2007 Report

Posted by: Linda, February 1, 2008, 7:49am

The Project Bar-B-Q 2007 Report has just been published. http://www.projectbarbq.com/

Workgroup reports that might be of particular interest to the IASIG membership include:

iHear the Future
       A look at social, cultural and technical developments molding the next major evolution of audio products and communications 
technologies.

Overcoming Roadblocks in the Quest for Interactive Audio
       A detailed look at the current state of interactive audio for games and a discussion of what can be done to accelerate the evolution and 
adoption of advanced interactive audio techniques and greater range of expression.

Game Producer's Guide to Audio
       Presents game audio concepts and guidelines for the development process that game designers and producers should use in early stages 
of product development in order to fully integrate music and sound into their creative design and project plan.

Sincerely,
Linda Law
Project Bar-B-Q
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IASIG Public Web Forum  /  Misc  /  Web Audio Embedding

Posted by: Batmosphere, July 13, 2006, 12:59am

Internet Explorer now deactivates embedded media files until you click on them. How are you getting around that? Is there a simpler 
solution than the Adobe and SWFObject approaches? I'm particularly looking for an approach that can be used in pop-up windows.

I seem to be getting close with a JavaScript-based audio player, but I'm still running into this Internet Explorer annoyance.

Posted by: Brad, July 18, 2006, 2:40pm; Reply: 1

I came across this audio player plugin for the WordPress Blog sw that was modified to avoid the "Click to Activate" in IE.

See the note by hurgo at this link:
http://www.1pixelout.net/?page_id=34&cp=80#comments

You can get the zip file there that contains the file "audio-player.php" that contains the fix.

Posted by: Ricklong, August 15, 2006, 7:01pm; Reply: 2

Thanks Brad... 

Your reply answerred my question I was going to post...

Rick

Posted by: roj, August 30, 2006, 5:22am; Reply: 3

There is a free program available which creates javaScript for not only web audio but for all Flash objects which prevents the "click twice" 
problem created by the IE update.
Find out more at 
http://www.websiteaudioreviews.com/articles/Internet-Explorer-ActiveX-update-fix.html

Posted by: Batmosphere, August 30, 2006, 9:15am; Reply: 4

Thanks, Roger. There's also an easy-to-use online version at the site to which you linked. I plugged some <object> tags in to it and discovered 
that it simply converts them into document.write() statements, which is one of Microsoft's recommended workarounds. So perhaps the solution 
isn't as tricky as I'd thought.

I suspect the reason I'm still seeing the Click to Activate annoyance in my player is because it's in a pop-up window, which makes the 
embedding tags appear to be inline tags. I think I need to have the pop-up call a second external JavaScript.

Research continues....

Posted by: chapter, July 28, 2007, 6:19am; Reply: 5

Yes Thanks, Roger 
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